
Date: 30.03.2022

NOTICE

Online Applications are invited directly from the Principals and PGTs

working on a regular basis in Govt. schools in Haryana and who are willing to be

posted in the Government Model Sanskriti Senior Secondary Schools (GMSSSS) of

the State against clear vacancies in all GMSSSS. These schools are English

Medium Schools of the Haryana Government and are affiliated with the Central

Board of Secondary Education (CBSE). So, the applicant should be fluent in

spoken English and must be able to teach his/her subject in English as a

medium of instruction except for languages like Hindi/Sanskrit/Punjabi, etc. The

candidates have to register themselves by filling the form on the given link i.e.

https://m.centa.org/pwa/haryana/registration. The portal is only for

registering for test and separate portal for choosing stations for the eligible

candidates will be provided later on.

The link will be active from 30.03.2022. The last date of receiving the

applications for test scheduled on 6 th May 2022 is 07.04.2022 till 11:59 pm. The

applicants shall take care of the following points before registering for the

screening process for these posts-

1. All the regular Principals and PGTs, except those posted after

01.04.2019 in GMSSSSs after the screening process, are eligible to

apply for the screening process.

2. All the PGTs who are willing for their posting in GMSSSSs need to

register afresh even if applied earlier.

3. The candidate selected through the screening process shall have a

minimum stay of three years in the allotted GMSSSS.

4. The Principals and teachers of Mewat Cadre can only apply for Model

Sanskriti Schools situated in Nuh District.

5. No applicant will be entertained after the last date for receiving the

applications.

6. Applicants are advised to regularly visit the departmental website and

their email Id as all the necessary communications viz. sample test

papers, mock tests, schedule of evaluation, etc. will be shared on

website/email only.

7. The Department has the right to reject any candidature without

assigning any reason if not found suitable y the authorities.
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